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Description
On November 15th–17th 2017 the Norwegian Defence University College (NDUC) will host the ISMS17 conference in Oslo on behalf of the International Society of Military Sciences (ISMS). This ISMS17 Book of Abstracts is to serve as an introduction to all of the abstracts submitted and presented at the conference. The publication is organized according to the ISMS thematic Working Group structure which provides an overview of sub-disciplinary efforts of addressing issues of relevance within the field of Military Sciences. All abstracts contain institutional affiliation and contact information to the presenter. Therefore we believe that the ISMS17 Book of Abstracts will be useful also as a tool for potential collaboration between the ISMS institutions with its research fellowship and among the wider ISMS community.
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Military College of Canada, in Kingston, Ontario. The cost of the war in Afghanistan is considered to be a heavy burden on taxpayers in the countries that participated in this war. Description of the ISMS Working Groups 1. War studies. Military strategy, operational art and tactics, contemporary operations,
conflict, future warfare, asymmetrical warfare, psychological operations, peace support ops, COIN, military support for civil authority, doctrine development, military theory and practice, lessons learned and identified, terrorism and counter-terrorism, organized crime, intelligence, military policing, international police operations, regional approaches, privatization of security, special forces. Current Subcategory: Military Sciences. Didactic Training. Mediation in Peace Processes. Science, Technology and Policy. Military Sciences. Main content. Admission to the DLG and thus to the DAS MILWISS-programme depends on the proposition of the training units of the respective armed forces (Swiss and foreign). The Delegate of the DAS MILWISS-programme will take the final decision 'sur dossier'. The costs of the programme are carried by the MoD. Professional career officers (Swiss and foreign) admitted to the DLG must hold a university degree or provide proof of an equivalent education. In addition, a selection of further criteria are to be fulfilled. Further information: www.milak.ch and www.ethz.ch/en/studies/continuing-education Establishing the ISMS. In the summer of 2007 the Faculty of Military Sciences, Netherlands Defence Academy, started working on more international collaboration on an institutional level. Canada, Sweden and Austria were the first military institutes and universities which were approached for collaboration. Soon four other institutes joined in. In November 2011, the National Defence University of Warsaw and the Royal Military Academy (Belgium) were voted in. The Royal Military Academy of Belgium withdrew their membership before the council meeting in Oslo, May 2017. Other Languages. What are you